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WELCOME DEAR READERS! 

The school is closed, learning continues... The shutdown was sudden and 
abrupt in several aspects but the Pandemic challenge has been 

accepted. We are now fast adapting to alternative pedagogy to engage 
students remotely and to continue the teaching and learning 

process in a "Teach-From- Home- Students-At-Home " situation. This 
can now be termed as" Pandemic Pedagogy" in academic lexicon. 

Ideally, moving instructions to the virtual mode can allow flexibility in 
teaching and learning anywhere and anytime. The speed at which 

the transition from conventional teaching to online instruction was 
expected to happen was unprecedented and staggering. Pandemic 

pedagogy demands flexibility, creating a "virtual reality" of classrooms 
without compromising the quality

We strived hard to do the same and it is being reflected here in the second 
edition of our newsletter. 

Warm Regards 
Take a reading tour through this newsletter. 
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“Our mission at Kamal Model is that
every student of ours become 

a success story”

Shri Ved Prakash Tandon
Chairman - Kamal Model Senior Secondary School

I trust that you are taking care of yourself and helping your family well in this crisis time!
As you know, this vacation is of a totally different type. One is forced to spend time mostly at home, 
even if the lockdown is removed, due to a similar post lockdown scenario. But, I am sure you are 
spending your time very well in the midst of your loving family and exploring it fully in all the 
dimensions, it offers. This apart, many of you may still have a good amount of free time and I am 

Perhaps none of us have ever realized that we will be facing a pandemic such as Covid-19, it will 
pose so much of uncertainty, change our lives so much and raise questions about the post-pandemic 
situation. It has taught the world many things within the last two months. It made us realize that 
there are so many gaps in our system developments despite so many advances, there is no divide 
along the lines of economic status and that our models are simply not in a position to estimate the 

At the present juncture, it is desirable that you take note of the above and try to equip yourself with 
all-round capabilities and skills to keep fit. The present summer vacation is your first opportunity 
and you may like to engage yourself in this vacation through some planned constructive activity so 
that it helps you in acquiring the right skills, and pursue your interests while in isolation. Education 
is boundless and you may like to use this opportunity to supplement with education in other domains too.

At KMS We foster a positive spirit and believe in partnership between students, parents, 
teachers, and support staff striving to create a milieu that sustains excellence. 

sure that you would like to use this time to discover and pursue your interests. 

behaviour and provide decision support about the interventions to be made.              



Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known.” -Carl Sagan
I came across this amazing quote quite suddenly when I was looking for some information on the internet 
and realized how relevant it is for all of us: children, parents and teachers. There is never any point in the 
life of a person when he can sit back and say. “There is nothing more to learn, I can relax with the 
comforting thought that the universe around me is an open book. I know it all”.

”Education is not just about the subjects that are learnt and taught in school. Becoming educated is not 
restricted to being in school and then in college, gathering certificates and feeling proud of oneself. It is a 
lifelong exercise that can be unbelievably exciting if only we wish to jump onto the train of experience and 
take a trip to every conceivable place on the earth. Now we know that this cannot be done literally, so how 
do we manage it, first in school and then as we go on through the journey of life? 

First, we all have to be on the same page: children, teachers and parents have to understand that education 
is not restricted to lessons taught in the classroom from text books. Parents and teachers must encourage 
children to ask as many questions as they can. For it is in wanting to know that will result in actually getting 
to know.

The thirst for knowledge is not restricted to the child. It is also essential for a parent and a teacher to keep 
adding to their own knowledge bank by keeping their eyes and ears open and by reading as much as possible 
and ensuring that children develop these habits as well.

Besides all of the above, that add to children becoming truly educated, schools and teachers must ensure 
that children have a society of enriching experiences. Surprisingly, these experiences develop a child’s 
creativity and imagination and lead to something that is often thought to be more important than knowledge. 
Creativity and imagination make children grow up to be productive adults who then arrive as citizens of the 
world ready to make their own great contribution to mankind.“Imagination is more important than knowledge”. 

For knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand, while imagination embraces the entire world, 
and all there ever will be to know and understand. “ - Albert Einstein. 

My message to the teachers, staff, students and esteemed parents of Kamal Model School is to dedicate this 
year to a correct understanding of what education really means and let us all benefit from this understanding.

Mrs. Vandana Tandon
The Principal - Kamal Model Senior Secondary School

Our Extraordinarily 
Thoughtful Mentor



Mrs. Pramila Mishra
Academic Director - Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School

That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind" says Neil Armstrong. 

The small step taken by our Kamal Model School is a vow to produce strong individuals whom the world 
would cherish for their fine virtues. Learning at our school is based on the fundamental principles of life; 
teaching the children to be courageous, confident, disciplined, responsible and loyal. Education at our 
school provides a foundation for a lifetime of learning and is great fun too. We have brought a tremendous 
change in the educational system. 

We have the privilege of grooming better individuals for tackling the challenges in the near future. 
Today the role of our Kamal Model school is not only to pursue academic excellence but also to empower 
its students to be lifelong learners. 

We try to provide the best possible environment for healthy development of young children by providing a 
carefully planned and structured environment in which the child grows and learns in a natural way.

In this era of cut throat competition it is important to impart an integrated education to the future 
leaders for successfully facing multitask in this constantly changing world. The KMS, therefore, lay 
special emphasis on both curriculum and co curricular activities. The Newsletter “Phoenix” would also be 
a true reflection of progress made by the school in fulfilling the coveted goal of imparting disciplined and 
quality education.

Our Academic Visionary



Mrs. Pushpa Jindal
Academic Coordinator - Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School

“Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not in finishing an activity, but in doing it.”

Learning is the process of constantly updating in an ever changing world. The first five years experience 
brings about rapid changes in the life of child and are critical in his or her development. Children develop 
rapidly during this time; physically, intellectually, emotionally and socially. Also, the earliest years of a 
child's life are a key to predicting ultimate success in their school and personal life. The period from the 
age of three years until the beginning of Class 1 in a mainstream school is called the Foundation Stage of 
learning. All children should be given the opportunity to experience the very best possible start to their 
education.

Learning at our school is based on the fundamental principles of life; teaching the children to be 
courageous, confident, disciplined, responsible and loyal. Education at our school provides a foundation 
for a lifetime of learning and is great fun too.

Teaching at KMS Preparatory is a two-way process; where the teachers first try and understand each
individual child so as to provide them with the most easy and adaptable techniques and a conducive 
ambience for them to learn what is delivered. We believe in teaching by following the child. We strive to 
keep our toddlers busy with learning activities. Today the role of a school is not only to pursue academic 
excellence but also to empower its students to be lifelong learners. We try to provide the best possible 
environment for healthy development of young children by providing a carefully planned and structured 
environment in which the child grows and learns in a natural way.

I also take this opportunity to thank the parents of our students for having bestowed their faith and 
confidence in us. Your faith in us is our driving force.

Our Academic Visionary



Academic Veterans

Mrs. Jaspreet Kaur
Coordinator

“Unity is strength... when there is 
Teamwork & Collaboration, wonderful 

things can be achieved.”

We at Kamal Model School work at 
implementing a well balanced curriculum 
to ensure that the children who walk into 
the portals of our school will not just love 
their school years but truly be prepared to 

face life's challenges through learning 
because education at our school provides 
a foundation for a lifetime of learning and 

is great fun too. 

Teamwork is the hallmark of Kamal Model 
School. Yes, our school stands as well is  
equipped to prepare our children to face 

the challenges that future holds. 

Best and warm wishes for the future 
endeavours.

I also take this opportunity to thank our 
committed & supportive management, 

dedicated teachers; caring and co-
operative parents blend harmoniously, to 

create a child - centric school. 

Mrs. Mansi Behl 
Coordinator

We are always eager to assist you by 
keeping you abreast of the latest 

developments, to keep track of important 
achievements and to exhibit the talent of 

our stars.

“The strength of the team is each
individual member. The strength 

of each member is the team”

It gives me an immense pleasure to write 
and interact with you through this channel. 

We create a favourable environment to 
learn not just academics but lessons of 

life, character, ethics and values, so that 
they emerge as responsible individuals. We 

are confident enough to get you the 
targeted goal.

We, at Kamal Model always strive hard to 
offer our students salubrious learning 
ambience so that they can be given 

plentiful opportunities to groom their 
overall personality. 



Ms. Shweta
Influential Editor

Ms. Geetanjali
Content Designer

Ms. Ananya
Content Designer

Ms. Ekta
Content Provider

Ms. Riya 
Content Provider

Ms. Nikita
Content Provider



Editorial 

Introduction

Dear Reader,

We heartily wish all the readers our best wishes and hope 
this newsletter will enjoy your critical acclaim and prove 
itself to play a vital role in the all-round development of the 
children. 

We are thankful to our respected Principal ma'am for 
entrusting us with the responsibility of being a part of the 
Editorial Board. We take this opportunity to thank all the 
dignitaries for sparing their valuable time to send their best 
wishes for the magazine in the form of 'Messages'. 

We are sure that the positive attitude, hard work, sustained 
efforts, and innovative ideas exhibited by our young buddies 
will surely stir the mind of the readers and take them to the 
surreal world of unalloyed joy and pleasure. We are really 
proud and exuberant to acclaim that we are ready with all 
new hopes and hues to bring out the newsletter, which will 
surely unfold the unravelled world of the most unforgettable 
and precious moments of the school. The enthusiastic write 
ups of our young writers are indubitably sufficient to hold the 
interest and admiration of the readers. 

Thank You 
Team Phoenix



To your Happiness!

Class Nursery (May Month)
Ashish Choudhary, Utranee Rai, Sriyansh Pradhan

Class Prep (April Month)
Harmeet Kaur, Pranay Tripathi, Jiya Arora, Manik Upadhyay, Anshika Pandey

Class Prep (May Month)
Parthiv kumar Jha, Atul Yadav, Kunal Bhardwaj, Shriyanshi Mishra, Diksha, Rishant Mehta, 
Rudr Pathania

Class I (April Month)
Dhruv Mathur, Vansh, Riyansh, Ruhi, Ayushman, Jai, Bhavay, Ritesh, Suraj, Vaishnavi, 
Devyansh, Rishika, Shreya, Sumanyu

Class I (May Month)
Aadiv, Afiya, Samar, Lav, Raonav, Saumya

Class II (April Month)
Manvi, Riddhi, Aradhya Sharma, Aarushi Sharma, Priyansh Rawat, Preeti, Anjali, Panav, 
Nandini, Md Raihan 

Class II (May Month)
Ira Singh, Rishab Jha, Ansh, Chetan Sati, Avni, Daksh Anchera



Activities of 

Nursery & Prep 

Baisakhi Earth Day 
Celebration Celebration 

Alpha 
Rocks 

Colours Day 
Summer 

Celebration Celebration 
Fun with 

Shapes 

Mother's General 
Varnmala 

Day Best Out Awareness 
of Waste Seedhi 

Competition 

w 



ACTIVITIES OF CLASS 182 
Cooking 

without fire Maths World Asthma 
ay Celebration Fun 

Fun with Mother's Day 
Celebration Blends General 

Awareness 
Best Out 
of Scrap Dance 

Battle 
Virtual 
Tours 

Fancy Dress 
Competition 

We're 

Cartoonist 
e 



https://youtu.be/cAc5Z3Yz5T0

Click Here



https://youtube.com/shorts/pOS1mqqQhXk?feature=share

Click Here 



https://youtu.be/jIItajwHX7Q

Click Here



https://youtu.be/MCqpiYQf948

Click Here



https://youtu.be/ZVgjHRcPeLE

Click Here



https://youtu.be/oG9v2TJy7sU

Click Here



https://youtu.be/emUuQu3dAkc

Click here



https://youtu.be/_po6plN-MTY

Click Here



https://youtube.com/shorts/ae9fVyvMpvU?feature=share

Click Here



https://youtu.be/Bnob5IQAAB8

Click here



https://youtube.com/shorts/8xYOEoXNKoM?feature=share

Click Here



https://youtu.be/V5jSl8G8bjM

Click Here



https://youtu.be/i51MO3QQCGI

Click Here



https://youtu.be/mYAhGv4ZjnY

Click Here



https://youtu.be/oCAAUqHARGg

Click Here



https://youtu.be/r9GO-t-QYm4

Click Here



https://youtu.be/LwhI0RIseOo

Click Here



https://youtube.com/shorts/0Yg_IEQ-OvE?feature=share

Click Here



https://youtu.be/PN4xalAvALc

Click Here



https://youtu.be/GSGpEUQarjA

Click Here



https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1abtqK5PcPOT6ncv7RGppkdtM6N3-7kOn

Click Here



https://youtu.be/fK3Zg9mJqLM

Click Here 



https://youtu.be/0SbEqMPt2kc

Click Here



https://youtu.be/jY3XP8MC9ok

Click Here



https://youtu.be/3O543AqbTJo

Click Here



https://youtu.be/zFFvslCJ_G4

Click Here



https://youtu.be/AOf5h-kREM8

Click Here



https://youtu.be/WOA9Y-zifew

Click Here



https://youtu.be/9mU1nJ2pgJw

Click Here



https://youtu.be/-dclDgcqsP8

Click Here



https://youtu.be/bI6krAtvxH0

Click Here



https://youtube.com/shorts/Lnv-gOn_hTY?feature=share

Click Here



https://youtu.be/2mtWmlAHhtw

Click Here



https://youtu.be/KexsnVDpxEg

Click Here



https://youtu.be/cpN7Hcoeahw

Click Here



https://youtu.be/ggGifgbcyDQ



Click Here



https://youtu.be/cFv8XU51Ayg

Click Here



https://youtu.be/KuLzuDHHYwM

Click Here



https://youtu.be/akWLZXedxKA

Click Here



https://youtu.be/yFNLEI-JZTo

Click Here



https://youtu.be/d2CWR8-1TXw

Click Here



https://youtu.be/LbInQpi11YU

Click Here



https://youtu.be/topr-vML7ZM

Click Here



https://youtu.be/Nx-yVNXyBQI

Click Here



https://youtu.be/cxnmdeMwvjQ

Click Here



https://youtu.be/dAcRf1vyWIE

Click Here



https://youtu.be/kqX9Vy79Kf8

Click Here



https://youtu.be/qErBLA8clIA

Click Here



https://youtu.be/T0UJVRBkMrU

Click Here



https://youtu.be/jXSuWr_4o4o

Click Here



https://youtu.be/ORVbZUeWFac

Click Here



https://youtu.be/e9x6iImGMv4

Click Here



https://youtu.be/kJ1pxoXSzZY

Click Here



https://youtu.be/wMiqfiCylS4

Click Here



https://youtu.be/5Ffid88fGxM

Click Here



https://youtu.be/M8Z24XxZvks

Click Here



https://youtu.be/mXCaks6l1fY

Click Here



Of class Nursery and Prep

Best Out of Waste

Competition

Report....
Best out of waste is one such craft which follows the environmental friendly principle and at the
same time creates useful and pictures objects out of waste products. In order to make children

aware of uses of waste material, and to give them a lesson on reducing waste to save our future,
The Best out of waste’ competition was organized by Kamal Model Sr. Secondary school for class

Prep  and Nursery students. 
 

Little hands and imaginary minds came together in a creative burst of energy. Mind- blowing
and fabulous ideas were demonstrated by students with the help of their parents. They prepared

very creative and innovative things from different waste materials like bottles, boxes, paper,
newspaper, match sticks and many more.

 
It was amazing to see how scrap could be transformed into such useful and beautiful articles. All

the Kids participated enthusiastically in this activity.



Position Holders
Of class Nursery

Nursery-A

Nursery-b

Nursery-A

Nursery-b



Position Holders
Of class prep

Prep-A

Prep-D

Prep-B

Prep-C



https://youtu.be/wWYy747IUpU

Click Here



https://youtu.be/PgM3sEuxArw

Click Here



https://youtu.be/92vYUoNrAAY

Click Here



Benets Of Yoga

There is no doubt about the importance of 
Yoga for students. With today’s lifestyle, 
People tend to forget about their physical 
and mental health accumulating stress and 
fatigue in the body. 

Learning Yoga at an early age can have good 
and enormous advantages on the general 
well being as well as the prosperity of the 
students. 

                                -Sonia Taneja

Yoga practices daily for getting benets 
such as feelings of serenity, keep up vitality 
levels, improve adaptability, and discover 
motivation to channelize your energies 
correctly.  

Yoga incorporates breathing exercises, 
meditation and poses designed to encourage 
relaxation and reduce stress. 

Practising yoga is said to come with many 
benets for both mental and physical health. 

Yoga has become a feature of regular 
everyday practice.  It is important for 
everybody whether you’re a child or grown-
up adult, you need to perform 

The more that you read the more things 
you will know the more that you learn 
the more places you will go.

If you are not willing to learn no one can 
help you if you are determined to learn 
no one can stop you. 

Always Do right things kids even when 
no one is looking at you.

Never give up on what you really want to 
do the person with big dreams is 
powerful then one with all the facts.

All students can learn and succeed but 
not on the same day in the same way .

Dream big and Dare to fail. There is no 
substitute for hard work. 

We do not need magic to change the 
world, we carry all the power we need 
inside ourselves already we have the 
power to imagine better. 

Nobody is perfect that’s why pencils 
have erasers.

                             - Shweta Kothari 

Mistakes are proof that you are trying to 
do what is right not what is easy.

Believe, It Can Be Done

From the heart of SuperPowers



Time & Tide wait for none

To grab the most out of an opportunity, you need to 
seize it when you can. Time is certainly the most 
abstract and inuential force in this world. Even 
the most powerful and strongest wizards have 
failed to command time. No one is granted with so 
much power that he can stop time and this is what 
is depicted by this phrase. Stopping the march of 
time is beyond the control of a man therefore it is 
important to understand the signicance of time to 
use it wisely in our life. Have you ever been able to 
stop the tides at the seashore? No obviously not, no 
matter how hard you try to do that you will never 
be able to hold it. Time and tide do not care about 
your sentiments. They are immune to your loss and 
gain. This proverb teaches us a lot of things. One of 
the lessons includes punctuality. 

Have you ever closely analyzed the true meaning 
behind this proverb? The literal explanation of this 
proverb is that like a tide, time also does not wait 
for anyone or anything. It is a natural phenomenon 
that goes on passing. Time and tide both represent 
the signicance of an opportunity. We cannot 
predict its occurrence or recurrence. It is short-
lived and knocks our doors without any prior 
notice.

                                              -Ekta vats

Indeed there are no retakes in life. In the 24 hours 
that we get in a day, every second count. Time is 
the best and cruellest teacher. Beyond that time 
also has the power to heal. It is like a waterfall- 
continuously streaming without ever stopping. This 
proverb encourages us to use our time in positive 
and creative pursuits. We must spend each day as if 
it is our last. That way, no one can stop us from 
achieving greater heights.

Books Reduce Stress

Books Keep Our Brain’s Healthy 

Books Motivate Us

Did you know that when you read books, 
you’re also exercising your brain? The 
more you read, the more you stimulate 
your mind. Mental stimulation keeps the 
blood flowing to our brains, preventing 
diseases like dementia and Alzheimer’s. 
When we read, our cognitive function 
and memory improve. The healthier your 
brain is, the more you are able to focus 
and develop your analytical skills. 

                                      -Preeti Sharma

Whether it’s science fiction, YA, 
romance novels, or autobiographies, 
books can help you relieve tension and 
relax. Books allow us to escape the 
stress and anxiety of everyday life by 
allowing us to immerse ourselves in 
another world or involve us in a topic we 
find compelling. And because there is a 
book out there on just about every topic 
in the world, it’s possible for everyone to 
find the perfect book that will keep them 
focused and at ease.

Books have the power to inspire and 
motivate us with stories of people who 
have made something of themselves 
despite the odds. Whether it is the 
heroics of a fictional character or the 
real-life accomplishments of someone 
remarkable from history, books 
encourage us never to give up, keep 
moving forward, and stay positive.
                                 

Books - Our Knowledge Hub

From the heart of SuperPowers



Reader RiddlesTeacher’s Love

From the heart of SuperPowers

Every day you greet your students with a 
smile upon your face. Though paper work the 
night before seemed like a  grueling race.

.Money's not your motivation. It 's the love 
for what you do. Your hear that special 
calling to which you always will stay true.. 

Your students are your dedication devoted is 
to them.. To you each child's unique and 
special, a beautiful little gem.. Some days 
are just demanding and frustration takes its 
course.. 

 

                            -Geetanjali Rajpal

And appreciation always shared between 
those little lives and you..

Making difference in children's lives with 
whom your heart you share.. There's special 
pride in teachers and a love for what you 
do.. 

Then you see those little faces, their 
inspiration is your force. Each day you are in 
your classroom reminds you why you are 
there.

                            -Rajbir Kaur

6) what has four legs but can't walk?

7) Joe's father had three sons Peter, Nick and ?

3) I have branches but no fruit, trunk or leaves. 
What am I?

2) I am tall when I'm young and I'm short when 
I'm old. What am I?

4) What goes up and down but doesn't move?

8) If four children weren't under an umbrella, 
how come none of them got wet?

5) I had hands but can't clap?

Kids let's do some brainstorming to solve the 
Riddles:-

1) What has to be broken before you can use it?

Answer Keys:- 
1) An egg     
2) A candle  
3) A bank    
4) Staircase
5) A clock   
6) A table 
7) Joe 
8) Because it was not raining.



‘Teacher’ the Real LightDon’t Panic

From the heart of SuperPowers

We all are aware of the situation going 
on in our lives this pandemic has 
changed our life from head to toe but if 
we will carefully look at the situation 
panicking is making situation worst also 
when we panic we do not focus on 
solutions our focus naturally shifted to 
the problems and negative thoughts. 

                                         - Nitika

Let’s change our outlook towards the 
situation once may be that will show you 
another way to live a life.

Take a moment and think carefully we 
are concentrating what we don’t have 
not on what we have. 

I'm so much more than just "TEACHER”

I'm a Doctor that detects when a child is feeling 
sick,

I'm a Dietician ensuring they have lunch on 
time,

                                   -Ananya Sharma

I'm a Clown and a Comedian that makes the 
children laugh,

When we seem to stray from values, I become a 
Preacher,

I'm proud to say, " I am a TEACHER ".

I'm a Party Planner for holidays to celebrate 
with all,
I'm a Decorator of a classroom, filling every 
wall,

I'm a Librarian showing adventures that a 
storybook brings,

I'm a Police Officer that controls a child gone 
wild,

I'm a Counsellor and Physchologist to a 
problem-filled child,

I'm a Photographer keeping pictures of child's 
yearly growth,

But I'm proud to have to be these people 
because

To all the Teachers

From chalk to chat 
From hand holding to screen sharing 

From blackboard to whiteboard 

From teacher's assessment to self 
assessment 

From notebook to screen-shot 

From school to home The journey was 
difficult but YOU did not give up.

From keep quiet to speak up 

From real to virtual The journey was 
difficult but YOU did not give up. 

From classroom to zoom 

From offline to online 

                                   -Parul

From no mobile to turn on your mobile 
From conventional to technical The journey 
was difficult but YOU did not give up. 



From the heart of SuperPowers

Time the Real Money

When in the chronicle of wasted time

I see their antique pen would have 
express'd

Of this our time, all you prefiguring;

I see descriptions of the fairest wights,
And beauty making beautiful old rhyme
In praise of ladies dead and lovely 
knights,
Then, in the blazon of sweet beauty's 
best,
Of hand, of foot, of lip, of eye, of brow,

Even such a beauty as you master now.
So all their praises are but prophecies

They had not skill enough your worth to 
sing:
For we, which now behold these present 
days,
Have eyes to wonder, but lack tongues to 
praise.

                                  -Nikita

And, for they look'd but with divining 
eyes,

Importance of Morality

                                 -Riya Kapoor

A man loses little when he loses his wealth,

Would we still have kindness and 
compassion within?

A man loses more when he loses his health,

How can mankind possibly achieve a future 
so bright?

Morality, for when he loses that he loses it 
all,

But there is one thing that if lost will make 
him fall,

Without a sense of morality mankind would 
be lost,

For morality is the very foundation of our 
humanity,
And without it society will inevitably sink 
into insanity,

Morality is the key element of great leaders, 
kings and queens,

Would we be mindless animals with hearts 
so blind?

Morality is our greatest distinction from 
animals and machines,

Or would we simply lead a reckless life of 
crime and sin?

Where would we be without morality to 
guide mankind?

We would commit to many cruelties like the 
holocaust,
If we are unable to differentiate between 
wrong and right,





More Love: A study showed people
using headphone for three weeks 
were 21% more likely to respond
compassionately toward a stranger
imagine what Headspace can do for 
your relationships

More Smiles: Just 10 days of 
Headspace is shown to make you
feel 16% happier, 27% less, 
irritable, and 14% less stressed.

More focus: Lost in thought? Just
four weeks of Headspace can help
you get 14% more focussed. 

Think Mindfully. 
Live Happily.



SAFER TOGETHER, BETTER TOGETHER 

PLEDGE 

I AM SAFER BECAUSE
I DO MY PART.


